ARGENTINA - MENDOZA

Claroscuro
2019 Uco Valley - Bodega de Arte
Cabernet Franc

- 0.75L

SHORT DESCRIPTION
Intense, ruby red color. Dark red fruits accompanied by herbs and
other complex tones. The maturing on French oak brings out secondary
flavors such as chocolate, cocoa and a hint of leather. Its round
character and body confirm the optimum ripeness of the grapes. The
long, balanced and elegant finals characterize this typical Cabernet
Franc from cool areas.
Climate:
The summers are hot and dry and can reach 40 ° C. But the nights easily cool
15-20° C. This will remain the wines refreshing and elegant. Winters are moderate
and the protection of the Andes rarely causes night frost. Irrigation with melt
water.

Soil:
Single vineyard located in Vista Flores (Tunuyán) at 1054m altitude. Sandy soils
with a lot of loam in the higher parts and more stone and boulders in the lower
parts.

Vinification:
Manual harvest in early April. Cold maceration in egg-shaped concrete cuves.
Fermentation for 7 days at 28-30° C with selected, native yeasts. The wine then
ripens further in 2nd and 3rd year vessels for 9 months.

CLAROSCURO
Claroscuro is a tendency in the art world wanting to emphasize the extremes of
colors and light impressions. In both photography and painting, dark effects are
represented even darker than these actually are and lighter effects are even
lighter. Thus the midtones disappear and the extremes are amplified. The story of
Claroscuro starts in 2012 when Gustavo and Paula Cucchiara passed here and
immediately fell in love with the beautiful Finca San Francisco with its equally
beautiful views and majestic surroundings. At over 1100m height and with the
impressive Andes as background, Uco Valley is a unique location for growing
grapes. Since they keep art as important value and consider wine making as such,
they want to promote art through their wines and have their wines tasted through
art. Each bottle receives a personal work of art from Argentinian artists and is thus
a representative with a unique identity. The vineyard is subdivided into different
terroirs which make it possible to create different characters with different grapes
Each bottle has a painting with similar characteristics and make more than just a
nice bottle of wine from each cuvée.
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